TOP TEN REASONS TO CHOOSE MCO

1. Small Class Sizes
2. Personal Attention from Friendly, Knowledgeable Professors
3. Wide Variety and Large Quantity of Patient Encounters
4. New State of the Art Facility
5. Patient Care Experience as Second Year Students
6. Reasonable Cost of Living
7. Excellent Doctor to Student Ratio
8. Safe Community with Multiple Recreational Activities
9. High Pass Rate on National Boards
10. Quality of Education and Caring Faculty

TOP TEN REASONS FACULTY LIKE TO TEACH AT MCO

1. Small Class Size
2. Friendly and Supportive Environment Between Faculty, Administration, and Staff
3. Excellent Faculty Who Are Focused on Student Success and the Educational Program
4. Outstanding Clinical Education Resulting in Excellent Patient Care
5. State of the Art Equipment and Technology
6. Close Relationship Between Faculty and Students / Low Doctor to Student Ratio
7. Freedom to Pursue Professional Interests
8. Current and Innovative Curriculum and Pedagogy
9. World Class Facility for Patient Care and Education
10. Safe and Comfortable Community